Recruit Release Notes  Changes Launching 2015-10-08

Compliance

Analysts are now required to add disposition reasons before creating a search report for recruitments with review dates. This makes it easier for approvers to ensure that the recruitment is being run appropriately and all applicants are being considered.

You can now clear the initial search outcome, for those occasions when you might have clicked the wrong button, or jumped the gun a bit.

We now show averages for availability data, helping you determine how all the recruitment's chosen specialties interact and how those overlapping groups will impact the makeup of your applicant pool.

Waivers see it in action on your QA site

You can now add candidate information to your waivers, and get that information on the waiver grid and in the API.
Reports
Resolved an issue where very long disposition reasons in the search report could lead to truncated text; the new layout avoids this problem and adds in timestamps to make it easier to distinguish who the report is about.

External document: tiny-secret.pdf
This file couldn’t be inserted into this report. To view the document, download it here: https://recruit.ap.uci.edu/31002/analyst/recruitments/579/letters/18357

The search plan and search report now handle PDFs with passwords and exotic image types, which used to cause errors. Those files will now be linked from the report and can be downloaded separately.

Training
Recruit’s Overview video for administrators and faculty has been updated to reflect the features and changes we’ve made since it was last changed.

Project Site
Our student worker’s summer project of revamping our public Recruit site has launched! Xen led the charge to get us a new theme and to better organize the information on the site, and you should go see how nice it looks. There’s more changes to come, so keep an eye on that site.

Bugs ‘n Things
● We have removed some custom UCSC text that was in place to support review dates before Recruit handled them natively; the existing text now covers that case.
We worked with every campus to **change how data feeds** get into Recruit, which will let us decommission an old machine and move us more closely to a cloud-only world.